Senate Sustains Bonus Veto With Four Votes to Spare

DORCAS READY TO REGISTER 200 AN HOUR

Enrollment Will Exceed That of Former Years If Belief of Registrar is Correct

Commencing at eight o'clock this morning both the old and new student bodies entered the gates of the University of Iowa, which has proven quite satisfactory. Coady, the registrar said, had been thru this morning at the most accurate estimate of the total number of students who have registered to date, and he said that the registration will equal and perhaps exceed the enrollment of the past season. The auxiliary stores show a more than 200 percent increase over the past season. There is no question that the number of students who are registered to date for the period, will equal and perhaps exceed the enrollment of the past season.

The following of students in residence on the first day of the session at the University of Iowa, with the exception of the few who are enrolled in the College of Pharmacy, are:

Turkeys' Bake May Be Fixed at New Parley

Many Famous Musicians Scheduled to Appear on Program for 1922-23

Many Famous Musicians Scheduled to Appear on Program for 1922-23

Power's O.K. Near East Conference; Kemal's Men Promise to Arrange Peace

Many Famous Musicians Scheduled to Appear on Program for 1922-23

SOUSA'S BAND FIRST ON NEW CONCERT LIST

FIRST VIOLIN SERVICE SUNDAY, CHARLES W. GILLEY & SIBELIUS

The Rev. Charles W. Gilley, pastor of the First Church, Chicago, Ill., is named as soloist for the first of the four concerts of the University Symphony orchestra on Sunday, Sept. 22. The program will be given in the normal season auditorium and will be the beginning of the year's work by Professor Chapple, head of the department of music.

Sousa ticket will be placed on the program and arrangements are being made for the selection of a Farmers' Institute audience which will present a part of the concert program. The director of the orchestra has established an annual program of symphonic music which will be presented.

The American Bandmasters Association announced the list of visiting concerts for the season, and the New York Symphony orchestra is listed as the first of the season. The University orchestra will play on the program of the fifth concert, and the New York Symphony will be the first of the season. The University orchestra will play on the program of the fifth concert, and the New York Symphony will be the first of the season. The University orchestra will play on the program of the fifth concert, and the New York Symphony will be the first of the season.
matters much more than to get things started. Fear of botches, failure, and otherwise, may be cited to the editor for future paragraphs. Forces him to hold his initial at the close of the fall. He admires rewards, with reservations. Interesting circumstances do not always "soft sell" in. But why go farther, just read on. You know, the girl who wears her sorority pin on her corset, very likely wants her heart upon her sleeve. Perhaps her dresses are longer, but why tell all the boys "rare" is left to their imagination. Just as if they didn't have fond memories! The reason the University hasn't any drinking fountains is because most of the buildings were erected at a time when Iowa City maintained public breweries. In looking "see" ladies and gentlemen, don't forget that Phi Beta Kappa is a pretty swell bet. It has only one drawback. You have to stay here more than a semester to get a golden hulse. Amateur theaterists thrive on this campus. Most everybody takes a chance sometimes, even, so why not be reasonable with the student body? Try it now and here it ever. If you find you can't gain fame any other way, try the voice of an old wife. That reformer who wants to cut out all the petting parties in the fraternities must harbor the impression that none of the brothers, who put on their hair and part it in the middle, are sweet enough to love. A bell has never been exactly defined but that one who arises early Sunday morning and takes a ten-mile walk (slang for hike) into the country. Speaking negatively, you can't become a career solely simply by writing letters to the editor of the Daily Iowan. "The first two or three days are just torture," the sorority girl said to the radios, thinking of how few or too "times" she'd been trying to listen in on, audibly. The story is told of the Nine Girls coeds, who fell in love with an Old Timer's Big Car during the rushing season. After a few days... Our selection of current shoes for every occasion a pleasure rather than a task. New Brogues and Oxfords for Men. The new broad-toed oxford is still in popularity, yet for those who want a lighter and neater look we have a wide range of models from which you can make your selection. All stock can be fit but for valores and for style. LORENZ BROTHERS BOOT SHOP. "Where the crowd goes."
IOWA MAY GET
AMERICA DRAMA
LEAGUE MEETING

Invitation forwarded to
National Directors by
University And
City League

As the university has been notified of the
national board of directors of the Drama League of America by the Iowa
City Center of the Drama League of America and the University theater of the University
of Iowa for the league to have its first annual convention, January 16-18, 1919, in Iowa City. If the
invitation is entertained in the fall of the professional and community theater throughout the area will
be sent.

Among the speakers at the national meeting will be Walter Frisch
Papers, the dynamic editor, Leon R. Alexander, the dramatist, and Professor
Nelson, editor of The Freeman, great honor is expected to be given to
community drama in this state if the league comes here. The Iowa
City commercial club is preparing with the Iowa City center of the league
and the University theater in advance of the meeting.

The work program for the Iowa Or-
week during Dec. and Jan. will be pre-
pared at a recent meeting. It is pur-
poted to display the interests in the groups
of Iowa City citizens receiving from young people of schools and
theater groups and their friends. leaf.

One of those to be shown for groups and student plays will be presented under the
direction of such leaders as Young
Morton, Mrs. E. Y. McKeeth, Mrs. Paul
Riddle, Mrs. Mary L. Breckenridge, Miss
Margaret Dessureault, Rev. W. C. Mathews,
Miss Margaret Murray and Miss Gladie
Henderson.

The annual drama play of the Iowa Or-
week during Dec. and Jan. will be pre-
pared at a recent meeting. It is pur-
poted to display the interests in the groups
of Iowa City citizens receiving from young people of schools and
theater groups and their friends. leaf.

One of those to be shown for groups and student plays will be presented under the
direction of such leaders as Young
Morton, Mrs. E. Y. McKeeth, Mrs. Paul
Riddle, Mrs. Mary L. Breckenridge, Miss
Margaret Dessureault, Rev. W. C. Mathews,
Miss Margaret Murray and Miss Gladie
Henderson.

The annual drama play of the Iowa Or-
week during Dec. and Jan. will be pre-
pared at a recent meeting. It is pur-
poted to display the interests in the groups
of Iowa City citizens receiving from young people of schools and
theater groups and their friends. leaf.

One of those to be shown for groups and student plays will be presented under the
direction of such leaders as Young
Morton, Mrs. E. Y. McKeeth, Mrs. Paul
Riddle, Mrs. Mary L. Breckenridge, Miss
Margaret Dessureault, Rev. W. C. Mathews,
Miss Margaret Murray and Miss Gladie
Henderson.

The annual drama play of the Iowa Or-
week during Dec. and Jan. will be pre-
pared at a recent meeting. It is pur-

2000 CALIFORNIA
FRESHMEN CROWD TRADITIONAL FIRE

Disappointed Worker
Caught In Act Of Stick-
ering The Sap

Berkeley, Calif., Sept. 21—Tugging the lodge of the traditional fire, two men and a woman were
wounded when University last week in a class of the old student fire drill. Varsity students,
revived by R. W. Bayly Exp., 93, this year's only connection between the University of Cali-
and student groups marked the start of a new
year program of social activities. The fire was
created over assembly in the Greek The-
nal was the first to be demonstrated in the Greek The-
nical for the year. The fire was created by Miss
which was welcomed by Prof. Marion G.
 INTO THE WORLD

ENGLERT
MAY 1, 1941

Monday, Sept. 25
Price—50c. 75c. 1.00 and $2.00
Book as in—Thursday Morning

Presenting fashions of the Moment

MORE PRONOUNCED THAN EVER BEFORE IS SLIM SILHOUETTE OF THE NEW FROCK

Frocks have never been more thoroughly wearable or more pleasingly become. The lines of the
medium silhouettes suggest and accentuate youthful charm and slenderness. Frocks are in evidence as
trimming as it is metal, embroidery and beads. Frocks for every day and evening occasion are presented in this exclusive collection

SUTS AND WRAPS CHARACTERISTIC OF THEIR DESIGNERS ORIGINALLY

Their chic and capriciousness of design is created on the Rue de la Paix where in famous atelier
they reached completion, the inspiration of master designers. The new frocks are distinguished by the richness of fabrics for trimmings and hand-made fa-
brile; while the mode for the new set takes many interest and surprising turn.

NEW BOUSSDES ADOPT MANY NOVEL STYLES

“"A season for blouses states the most original cut from Paris. The Blouses playing an impor-
tant part in the correct wardrobe for Autumn boasts of brilliant coloring, and elaborate trimmings and
embroidery.”

SHIRTS AS EVER ARE EXTREMELY SMART

They remain as straight and simple as in previous seasons but display an originality in trin-
ming and material which makes of them an interesting part of the Autumn costume.

UNDERGARMENTS ARE ENCHANTING BITS OF LOVELINESS

Tempting collections show all that is capable in new undergarments and lingerie. The College
girl will find every thing she could possibly desire. There are those pieces charmingly simple or the
more elaborate, bewitchingly trimmings.

LOVELY NEGLIGEE FOR CLOISTERED MOMENTS

Neatness fairfancies in their sheer softness are definitely colorful and have many charming trimmings

CUTOME ACCESSORIES

The success of the fashionable costume depends in no small way upon the newest details which
accompany its completion. All accessories to complete the Autumn attire are found here in the correct interpretations. Among
these are hose for street, sports and evening wear, in the novelty of which lies infinite distinction.
Gloves in shades to harmonize with the Autumn costume, satin and suede for various occasions, per-
emes of elusive fragrance, handkerchiefs of original designs and colors.

Newark, New Jersey

Friday, Sept. 25
Price—50c. 75c. 1.00 and $2.00
Book as in—Thursday Morning

100% RAYON
WOMEN'S WEAR
OWA CITY, I.A.
STRONG OFFENSE

First String Hits Line And Russ

The varsity was working together as a team that had been practicing for a month instead of only six days. The third team did not furnish enough opposition to Leaders' placings, but the scoring rate of Phyllis, King, and Allen, so that Coach Kilmartin was able to use second string. These advantages were able to hold the second string. These sub-varsity men were able to hold the second string. These sub-varsity men were

Hancock nabbed several gains. He will be pleased to possess one of our Stylish Army Store.

Buy Rights
Each subscriber will be given a distinctive button of gold and black, which he will be expected to wear until the end of the campaign. This will be done with the assurance of no

We carry a Complete Line of MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING, of real High-

With Harrison Ford, Walter Hiers

We have a COMPLETE LINE OF SHOES, our latest Fall Oxfords and Dress Shoes. And best of all, we have a Full Line of genuine Herman's, Regulation, and Inspected Russell Shoes. These Shoes have been picked as the Shoe for the E. O. Department in the University. Prices range—

$4.45, $4.95, $5.45, $6.45

We are HEADQUARTERS for the OUT-

DOOR MAN or WOMAN. We have such shoes as Men's Army, Good Cot-

ten and Wool Skin Sneakers; Men's Wool

High Top Hikers; Ladies' Raincoats and Leather Jerss, and Navy Middles and Skirts, in Red, Green and Blue. Men's Swivel Coats—and Leather Jos-

er of all description. Prices run from $3.95 to $15.95. In fact we have everything for the person who likes the out-of-doors. Come in and see for yourself.

We sold about 1500 BLANKETS in this town last Fall, in which we have

NEW ULT. BLANKETS; Double and Single Wool Hospital Blankets; Wool享g Blankets; Single Cotton Blankets, Indian Blankets, and the Prestige Aviation Blankets you ever saw. And that we expect to ex-

sell our last year's business this Fall.

You will be more than pleased with the wonder-

ful assortment of Blankets we are able to show you. Prices range from—

$1.29 to $10.45

In addition to the above articles we have

NEW SELF FOLDING BUSHES

We have a hundred and one other Articles too numerous to mention—but every article of the High-

est Quality and Price that please everybody. And best of all, we GUARANTEE every article to the extent of money refunded if not absolutely satisfac-

tory.

Come in and look our New and Permanent Store over. We were located last year on the corner of Burlington and Dubuque St., but have MOVED this last summer to 127 EAST COLLEGE STREET, next to the Telephone Exchange. We invite you to come and look our new place over.
A Street Frock
A Street Frock—worn as well in the class room—should be in navy, brown or beige, broad-tied perhaps in self or contrasting colors. Straightline and the bloused designs are correct.

Blouses of Real Merit
Especially becoming and voguish are the blouses now. The sleeveless falls false place, with its long hip-line. Cuffed embroideries are the sort that youth can wear. Many will choose the Yick-Know, smart from cuffs to collar.

WELCOME STUDENTS—To Iowa City and the Big Store
WE WANT THE SPACIOUS REST ROOM, USE THE PHONE AND ENJOY OTHER CONVENIENCES.

You realize the advantages of a good appearance and want to be well dressed on all occasions.

For thirty-four years we have served the college girl and we want to supply your needs.

For all activities of campus, class-room or for social affairs the new Fall Displays of Apparel for the College girl, will be found very complete.

A Frock for Dancing
Tripping feet, winsome graces, a darling Frock—wouldn't that spell a glorious time? You furnish the tripping feet and the winsome graces,—and we'll do the rest. Lacy, filmy Frocks, Frocks of taffeta, of chiffon and everything.

THE COATS OF THE SEASON.
For formal as well as informal wear, a Coat must have distinctive merits. The Fall Coats come blouseed over the hip, straight-line, box or plain, and some are fur-trimmed, others embroidered generously, still others, plain tailored.

Skirts Worn Dashingly!
Skirts go more than half way to meet the new blouses and sweaters! It's not only that the fabrics need are so fascinating; the surly plaids and belts are brotherly too—and, anyway, who wants to resist them?

IN OUR WOMEN'S DEPARTMENT
Man-Tailored COATS For Women are the vogue
You will be delighted with the style, the careful tailoring of these Coats for Women. They are so practical, too, for every outdoor occasion—walking, shopping, the country side. Fabrics of the finest, in colors and models that will suit your taste.

Phoenix Hose for Women
Our Phoenix Department will make the History section the favorite spot in the store today. Very fine quality. Full lined.

The usual guarantee with every pair of Phoenix Hose

IN OUR MEN'S DEPARTMENT
The Coat's the Thing!
For formal as well as informal wear, a Coat must have distinctive merits. The Fall Coats come blouseed over the hip, straight-line, box or plain, and some are fur-trimmed, others embroidered generously, still others, plain tailored.

BREMERS' BID YOU WELCOME!
WE BID YOU WELCOME TO OUR CITY. WE ARE GLAD TO GREET OUR OLD FRIENDS, AND SHALL BE GLAD TO MEET AND MAKE THE ACQUAINTANCE OF ALL NEW-COMERS.

WE HAVE PREPARED THE GREATEST LINE OF YOUNG MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS EVER SHOWN IN IOWA CITY. VALUES ARE GREATER AND PRICES LOWER THAN LAST SEASON.

SUIT MODELS
THE FAVORITE SUIT MODELS FOR FALL ARE THE "POLO", THE "AFGAR" AND THE "BOMBO", THE ILLUSTRATION ON THIS PAGE IS THE "POLO".

OVERCOAT MODELS
THE POPULAR OVERCOAT MODELS ARE THE "POLO", THE "AFGAR" AND THE "BOMBO", THE ILLUSTRATION ON THIS PAGE IS THE "POLO".
**PASTIME DRESS RING**

To-day — To-morrow

CONWAY TEARLE
In his latest photoplay

Love's Masquerade

A real Drama revealing Real People

Also

Sea of Romance

Pathe Review Admission 35-Cents.

A show well worth seeing.

Afternoon show starts at 1:30. Evening show at 7:30.

**HEAR!**

Lawrence Carter on the Organ.

PLEASE READ THIS ANNOUNCEMENT

A list of all the names of those who are either living or deceased at the following:

MILTON, BILLS, CLAIRE, WINDSOR and MARY R.

WALTHALL, "One Clear Call"

A practical play to be presented at the

Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy"

Hence Peters in "The Storm"

Dorothy Phillips in "The Hurricane Cal"

Norma Talmadge in "The Eternal Flame"

Constance Talmadge in "Batt West"

Richard Barthes in "Bonny"

R. C. "The Song of Songs"

"Rick Men's Wife" with Hence Peters

"The Pool There Was" with Retelle Taylor

"The Last Hope," a special starring Stucky Jones

"Human Hearts," starring Hence Peters.

Watch the Pathe ad for the dates when these good pictures will be shown.

**TOMORROW AND SATURDAY**

FRANK MAYO

In his smash hit 3 reel motion picture

"DR. JIM"

also 2 real Comedy

Prices 10-30c.

**THE NEW COATS AND WRAPS**

Fashion has turned many a clever trick on the new Coats and Wraps for Fall. The Coat, full over the hips, with a slight flared—straight line coat, and wrap figure revealing coat, the House Coat for younger girls, all are here, while the sweeping vogue for fur has added its luxurious note to many.

Prizes begin at:

$19.75

FALL FROCKS

Paris has voted the new Fall Frocks. They show color in the new Russian and Egyptian embroidery. While furs of real kinds are used as a trimming, dressed with either side closing effects are most in favor, while unique sleeves, panels and high collars on many garments are features that are decidedly new and charming. Materials most in favor are Felt Twill, Kashmir Cash, Crepe Roma, Satin Canton and Canton Crepe. Prices begin at $16.75.

OF PRIME IMPORTANCE IS THE SUIT

The supple quality of the soft plaid fabric, so much the vogue, is admirable suited to the most classic of the new suits.

Fashioned along strictly tailored lines, or sublimely trimmed with fur or embroidery, the effect is equally charming. Diversity of style, color, fabrics and trimmings make the Autumn presentation of suits one of the most vital of interest from every angle. Prized as low as

$29.75

**UNIVERSITY CONCERT COURSE**

Oct. 19—SOUSA and his BAND

Nov. 14—FRANCIS MACMILLEN, Violinist

Dec. 8—ANNA CASE, Soprano Metropolitan Opera Co.

Feb. 1—THURLOW LIEBERJAN & Co.

An evening of Indian Songs and Legends

Date to be announced — 2 Concerts by

ST. LOUIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

RUDOLPH GANZ, Conductor

afternoon soloist: M. Guskoff, violinist, or

M. Steindel, cellist

evening soloist: CAROLINA LAZZARI, Contralto

Metropolitan Opera Co.

Single tickets .... $1.50

as a rule before each concert

Six Single tickets .... 1.00

SEASON TICKET .... 6.00

It's just like putting

BLO IN THE DOCKET

also Season ticket holders

Have a Chance

to reserve seats for each concert a day before those who buy single tickets.

SEASON TICKETS NOW ON SALE

at Book and Music Stores and Whartenstein's and by Students in the Music department.

**THE NEW COATS AND WRAPS**

Featuring the New and Beautiful

MOST MODERATELY PRICED

To express originality, personality and charm at one, and the same time is possible to the woman who selects her Autumn Apparel here and now.

The most indicative modes are here, including graceful draped frocks; wrap and coats of supple pile fabrics richly fur trimmed. Suits in the season’s smartest modes. Puts, Blouses, separates skirts, etc.

In fact, the store is now brimming with Autumn’s most favored styles of apparel for the Matron, the Miss, or Junior. Stocks are complete

**EASTERN IOWA’S FINEST STYLE CENTER**

**LANDSTRAS & LEIDENBERG, INC.**

210 EAST WASHINGTON STREET

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Compelling Groups of New Fall Apparel

**FALL FROCKS**

Paris has voted the new Fall Frocks. They show color in the new Russian and Egyptian embroidery, while furs of real kinds are used as a trimming. Dressed with either side closing effects are most in favor, while unique sleeves, panels and high collars on many garments are features that are decidedly new and charming. Materials most in favor are Felt Twill, Kashmir Cash, Crepe Roma, Satin Canton and Canton Crepe. Prices begin at $16.75.

**OF PRIME IMPORTANCE IS THE SUIT**

The supple quality of the soft plaid fabric, so much the vogue, is admirable suited to the most classic of the new suits.

Fashioned along strictly tailored lines, or sublimely trimmed with fur or embroidery, the effect is equally charming. Diversity of style, color, fabrics and trimmings make the Autumn presentation of suits one of the most vital of interest from every angle. Prized as low as

$29.75

**AND UP TO $125.00**
LONG DRESSES REAPPEAR ON CAMPUS; 
TYPE OF BEAUTY DETERMINES LENGTH

That the American college woman is belle again is evident from the long dresses which are now becoming in her favor. This is not a sign of a dramatic change in the fashion fad, for long styles were for a time the vogue. Other forms of dress, however, are being adopted and are currently fashionable in the universities. Business women express their inability to control the length of the garments worn by the women’s dress, although they insist that they are never to be shorter than the prevailing styles.

The new waist is the leading nude, although all styles of long dresses are being worn. Polka dot and fimbriated are two of the popular materials. All long dresses are made of silk and cotton, with a variety of patterns. The long dresses are being shown to the public for the first time from the house of Mr. Sweasy.

The leading nude, although all styles of long dresses are being worn. Polka dot and fimbriated are two of the popular materials. All long dresses are made of silk and cotton, with a variety of patterns. The long dresses are being shown to the public for the first time from the house of Mr. Sweasy.

The Long Dresses
The leading nude, although all styles of long dresses are being worn. Polka dot and fimbriated are two of the popular materials. All long dresses are made of silk and cotton, with a variety of patterns. The long dresses are being shown to the public for the first time from the house of Mr. Sweasy.

The Long Dresses
The leading nude, although all styles of long dresses are being worn. Polka dot and fimbriated are two of the popular materials. All long dresses are made of silk and cotton, with a variety of patterns. The long dresses are being shown to the public for the first time from the house of Mr. Sweasy.

The Long Dresses
The leading nude, although all styles of long dresses are being worn. Polka dot and fimbriated are two of the popular materials. All long dresses are made of silk and cotton, with a variety of patterns. The long dresses are being shown to the public for the first time from the house of Mr. Sweasy.
NUTTING LEAVES
FOR OXFORD ON
SEPTEMBER 28

Gives Sketches of Life
at English School; Ten is Saved
Each Day

Wally Nutting, A. V. School scholar
will leave for the second period
Oxford Sept. 28, following a two
months’ study with his parents,
according to a statement issued
yesterday by an press agency.

“There are a number of intercon-
nections with which the American
only become acquainted on entering Ouford,”
and Mr. Nutting. “There are
so many kinds of English
or organization, it is only necessary
to and so great a variety of the
the day after school opens. He will
of some of these sources
then, by reading through them;
the student will not
or every week. The student
notion in the end of the final year

Quoted in Afternoon.

Nutting says that the University
is the result of the number of
school of Oxford which
the student in mind.
In spite of this
college assumes in every
work. There are
law, physics, or science courses as
A. B. degree, and not a B. A. (L.),
M. D., or B. Sc., absolutely in his
work in this country. In addition
a Master degree there means very
little. Nutter said, however, we
expect being the University four years
after graduation, and
many English students know a Pl. D.,
and only have to an American
taking certain success.

Everyone who in the college is
acceptable. The student is much
harder is to see one teaching staff, or as if
the student is in the street,
Cape town, South Africa, and
retire in Van Buren, such a very

CORN

BEGINS
TOMORROW!

The World’s Greatest Love-Drama!

"THE LOVES
OF PHARAOH"

One we can really call
A TRULY MAGNIFICENT
PICTURE

110,000 people in the cast; and
Larry Semon in a scream;

"THE SAW MILL"

LAST TICKETS TODAY:
CLAIRE ADAMS and ROBERT MARX
 "HAPPY’S HAVEN"
and Comedy. Garden Orinets

AUTHENTIC
STYLE
QUALITY
FIT
PRICE

On this basis we bid for your patronage.

MUELLER BROS. SHOE STORE
14 North Dubuque Street

Get the best style for fall
Hart Schaffner & Marx
latest models are here

Every man and young man ought to
wear the best style that it’s possible
to get. It makes you look better and
feel better. It gives you a new res-
pect for yourself that keeps clothes
and the quality that makes them give long
wear

See the New Norfolks
and Sport Suits

You’ll like them; sport
suits in a variety of new
styles; yoke plaids and
models; yoke plaits, many
belt variations, many
low-Norfolks; some with too in
er belts Golf coats, the newest models

2, 3 and 4-Button
Sacks for Fall

Many of these single
breasted sacks are easy
hanging; with a free drape
to them. The fabrics are
new and so are the color-
ing and weaves You never
saw a wider selection

COAST’S

GARDEN
Answeres Jones' First Call

**TEAMS TO BE FORMED**

Will Meet Teams From Big Ten Conference Universities

The idea of forming a basketball team at the University was announced early this fall when it was announced by the Department of Athletics that the team will be expected to represent the University in the Spring as a member of the Big Ten Conference. The announcement was made by R. G. Rankin, A. L. Cotton, and John Heldt, with the latter two men being in charge of forming the team. The announcement was made by R. G. Rankin, A. L. Cotton, and John Heldt, with the latter two men being in charge of forming the team.

**SMITHS CAFE**

Is the eating place of people who demand whole good, some well prepared food.

Here one may enjoy excellent service without paying extra for it.

The charges are most reasonable as one may obtain a Table de Hote dinner for only 40c.

For Breakfast a very tasty toasted roll is served with excellent coffee for 15c.

**OUT TO BATE BROTHER TAY'S BULLDOGS**

**CALL HARRIER'S SEPTEMBER 33**

First Meet is October 21 with Radishes; Sophomores Here Nov. 11

Even country dogking is going to start early this fall, according to Coach George Hemer, who reports it is not too much to ask for a champion from the building next to the office. A big meet at the Radishes is expected to be held on September 33. This year, there is a 3-mile race for the championship, which was won last year, not only in the Radishes, but also in the Sophomores. The meeting will be held on September 33.

The building next to the office is expected to be used for the meet, and the Sophomores have been asked to have a stand-clearance meet at the Radishes. This meet will be held on September 33.

**FIFTY-ONE MEN RESPOND; FIRST STRING CHOSEN**

Nine Letter Men Will Form nucleus; Substitutes Crowding Letter Men

Fifty-one men, the largest squad that has ever responded to the meeting held yesterday, appeared before Coach Floyd Hinds. But two men, who were not present at the meeting, could not be counted.

Total of motion pictures, and demonstrations, took the hole at tackle in September. The former number is larger by twelve or thirteen dates than the number of letter men. J. Engeldenger, L. F. Krasuski, and L. F. Krasuski, L. F. Krasuski, L. F. Krasuski, and L. F. Krasuski, were the most prominent letter men.

The absence of Holm, who was not a member of the team last year, will be felt in the team's performance. Holm, who has developed some of the best running ability in the squad, will have a chance to show his talents on the field.

**SMITHS CAFE**

Is the eating place of people who demand whole good, some well prepared food.

Here one may enjoy excellent service without paying extra for it.

The charges are most reasonable as one may obtain a Table de Hote dinner for only 40c.

For Breakfast a very tasty toasted roll is served with excellent coffee for 15c.
The Mad Hatters

will be pleased to welcome their old friends at tuckahoe, monticello, sept. 25. to the new student who, as yet, had no opportunity of visiting this tea room we would extend our most cordial welcome.

from 11-3 we offer the daily special at fifty cents, and we are serving a large selection of cold drinks for fifteen cents each.

the mad hatters

HONK APPERTNED TO THE UNIVERSITY NEWS EDITOR

Frank B. Hicks, formerly of the Waterloo Courier, received the appointment of University news editor, the vacancy occurring last spring when Harold Chamberlin, now editor of the Des Moines Register, took a position with the M. S. H. Daily.

The Mad Hatters, former editor of the M. S. H. Daily, has returned to our city.

The Mad Hatters will be pleased to welcome their old friends at tuckahoe, monticello, sept. 25. to the new student who, as yet, had no opportunity of visiting this tea room we would extend our most cordial welcome.

from 11-3 we offer the daily special at fifty cents, and we are serving a large selection of cold drinks for fifteen cents each.

The Mad Hatters
FOUR MEMBERS OF CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM COACHING

Belding at Boulder Avenue Hotel with Professionals and Glen at Parsons

Each of the four men—last year's champion football team—was happy to have you back in Iowa City again. We know you all have enjoyed mother's cooking, and by eating at Jerry's Restaurant.

FOUR MEMBERS

Charging of the line of the Rock Islandiado. The upper classes are expected to have charge of the freshmen football team and will have charge of the freshmen football team, which should be taken on hand fromnext season.

COACHING

Four members of the line's coaching would not only ploy but also charge of the freshmen coaching. He has been working on the track team, special prominent, to loom large in the future campaign and eveny faculty reception the old time standard of courtesy, service and good things to eat. The new features of the season will be Table D'Hote and a carte dinner, private dining rooms for parties, and dancing every evening until 8:00 P.M.

Best Goods to Eat

Welcome Students

We are very glad that you have come back in Iowa City again. We know you all have enjoyed mother's cooking, and by eating at Jerry's Restaurant.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

The Pagoda Tea Shop announces a new management for the 1922-23 Season. The Pagoda Tea Shop will be under a different management for the 1922-23 Season. It will however, have the old time standard of Courtesy, Service and Good Things to eat. The new features of the season will be Table D'Hote and a carte dinner, private dining rooms for parties, and dancing every evening until 8:00 P.M.

Pagoda Tea Shop

Good Things to Eat

We are very glad that you have come back in Iowa City again. We know you all have enjoyed mother's cooking, and by eating at Jerry's Restaurant.

For supper one of our tender steaks with potatoes, bread and butter—all for forty cents. Warren Lason, the best piano player on the University campus, and his famous orchestra will render their selections for your approval, beginning Sunday night—every day at noon and evening.

Make come and have your meal with us—eat, rest and be merry you are always welcome.

We also have a $5 meal ticket for $4.50

JERRY'S RESTAURANT

Clinton Street near the Interurban

"The Home of the Wonderful Sweet Roll"
Iowa Men Take Amana Tournaments by St. Joe, and State Fair

When closing a most successful season, the Iowa men are going to take a rest for a few days and then prepare for the meet at Chicago, Ill., which will be held Oct. 19 and 20.

The meet, which is the last one of the year, will be held at the Olds Coliseum, and in the afternoon of the first day the races will be held, followed by track and field events on the second day.

As a result of the meet, the Iowa men will take a rest and then prepare for the conference meet in November.

California Senior Unusually Good; "Try Me Out" Challenge.

The California men are going to take a rest for a few days and then prepare for the meet at Chicago, Ill., which will be held Oct. 19 and 20.

The meet, which is the last one of the year, will be held at the Olds Coliseum, and in the afternoon of the first day the races will be held, followed by track and field events on the second day.

As a result of the meet, the California men will take a rest and then prepare for the conference meet in November.

FOOTBALL MAKES MINT OF MONEY

Other Sports Loss Total For Year Are $75,256.26

Football received all of the money, as the expenses were $17,000.00, while the revenue was $20,000.00.

The net gain was $3,000.00, which was the largest gain in the history of the university.

The expenses were all paid by contributions from the students, who had contributed $1,000.00 for the first year and $2,000.00 for the second year.

The revenue was all paid by contributions from the students, who had contributed $1,000.00 for the first year and $2,000.00 for the second year.

The net gain was $3,000.00, which was the largest gain in the history of the university.

The expenses were all paid by contributions from the students, who had contributed $1,000.00 for the first year and $2,000.00 for the second year.

The revenue was all paid by contributions from the students, who had contributed $1,000.00 for the first year and $2,000.00 for the second year.

The net gain was $3,000.00, which was the largest gain in the history of the university.

The expenses were all paid by contributions from the students, who had contributed $1,000.00 for the first year and $2,000.00 for the second year.

The revenue was all paid by contributions from the students, who had contributed $1,000.00 for the first year and $2,000.00 for the second year.
SORORITIES IN MIDST OF GAY RUSH PARTIES

Preference-Bidding System to be Used This Year; Rushes Get Better Treats

The formal opening season of the sororities on the campus started Thursday morning at 8 e.m. and will continue daily from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., until Saturday night. Illinois sororities are from September 5 to 9, and for the girls who have been accepted invitations will be held. Each sorority may give one preferred party at the chapter house and another at the chapter house of some other sorority. No party may be given outside the chapter house and no sorority shall represent a chapter at the chapter house of another sorority. 

Of Course...

We wish to extend you a hearty welcome to our City. When you come to the Hotel and you have a few moments to think of new clothes, just think of Rothschild's.

We think we have some good looking garments and would like to have you see them.

Daily shipments are arriving, with all the very newest fashions of Suits, Coats, Dresses, Skirts, etc.

It will be a pleasure to show you if ready to purchase or not.

Rothschild's

10 S. DUBOIS ST.
EXCLUSIVE WOMEN'S FASHION

Select Your New Piano Victrola or Brunswick

—where you have a large assortment to choose from. On display is a full line of talking machines and pianos—including two beautiful Baby Grandas made by Chickering Bora, and Bausch & Gerva.

Call and see them!

SPENCER'S HARMONY HALL
107 South Clinton St.

VARN'S DANCE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS

DANCING
8:45 to 11:45
$1.00 Plus Tax
Special Checking Service

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS

DANCING
8:45 to 11:45
$1.00 Plus Tax
Special Checking Service

VARSITY DANCE ORCHESTRA

PREF. C. H. FAY MAY EXPECT LEARNER ON PLANT PSYCHOLOGY

Prof. Clifford E. Faye, of the botanical department of the University, has announced the existence of a new plant in the University forest of a species that had been noted but that was believed to have become extinct. It was observed near the University campus on Thursday, and is the only one of its kind known in the United States. The plant is a dwarf herb, 2 feet high, with small leaves and white flowers. It is believed that this plant is one of the rarest in the world, and that it has been discovered in an area where it is believed to have existed for many years.

How to Know Your Neighbors

If you happen to live in a large city, you will find it necessary to know your neighbors in order to get along with them. There are certain signs that indicate whether a person is friendly or not. Here are a few:

1. If a person smiles at you, they are probably friendly.
2. If a person speaks to you, they are probably friendly.
3. If a person returns your greeting, they are probably friendly.
4. If a person avoids eye contact, they may not be friendly.

The Academy

You know you're welcome!

If you've ever visited a theater, you know that the atmosphere is very different from that of a regular dance. The Academy is no exception. It is a large, spacious room with high ceilings, beautiful lighting, and a stage decorated with flowers and streamers. The music is provided by a live band, and the dancers are all dressed in formal attire.

At the Academy, you can expect:

1. A friendly and welcoming atmosphere.
2. A variety of dances, including ballroom, swing, and salsa.
3. Refreshments, such as drinks and snacks.
4. A chance to meet new people and have a good time.

So why not come out and experience the Academy for yourself? Who knows—maybe you'll meet your new best friend there!
DO YOU WANT A GOOD CAKE, beautifully
decorated for that party?
Just call the FEDERAL BAKERY the
day before, and we will make anything you
want.

Federal System of Bakeries
110 E. College St.
Phone 2244

"We can't take off the Bread, so we only take the Fat!"

IOWA MEDICAL COLLEGE RANKS
IN FIRST THREE
Clinical Advantages and
Entrance Requirements Considered
In Choice

A Grammar in the mid-stages of
the college of students of the
University and medical college
of other institutions was called as decimals
by Dr. F. W. Shunck,
Medical School; whereas he has
the Iowa college of medicine a place
among the three leading medical schools
in the United States. The
admission was based onauotester,
mental of the faculty, after a
physician considered the
Same.

The college of medicine of the State
Iowa was organized June 29, 1872, under Dr. Horace
A. Shunck, W. H. Bullock, Dr. John,
B. Robinson, H. H. Mays, and W. H.\nSmith, who served as the
president of the college.

In 1872 three classes of honor
graduate each, and in 1882 two
classes of non-honors each.

The University has made great
advancement in the the last
year.

When the college was first
organized there was no opportunity
for medicine. Today's student must
know more, and there is more
money, but he is required to take
more years of professional work to
accomplish.

There were but 11 students enrolled in
the college in 1872. Today there
are a total of 72.

COAL
is not
COAL
That is to say—Coal is not Good Coal
—Real Coal.
You can be sure of Coal that will give
you satisfaction if you buy from
The Dunlap Coal Co.
BY—THE—DAM
Phone 10

T. Dell Kelley
The Reliable Cleaner
211 E. College St.
Phone 17

Our Announcement
Merita and receives attention because it is the very
latest and best in its class. For the same reason our
line of

Woolens
For Fall and Winter
Should receive your careful consideration. Selected
with most scrupulous regard for the refined tastes of
our trade, we have no hesitation in commending them
to the most critical. Drop in and take a look. Our
reputation is backed of every garment.

Jos. Slavata
Professional Tailor to Men and also Representative of Ed. V. Price & Co.
120 SOUTH CLINTON STREET
IOWA CITY, IOWA

THE NEWBERG STUDIO
IS STILL DOING BUSINESS AT ITS OLD LOCATION ON 128 SO. CLINTON STREET, AND EXTENDS A
HEARTY WELCOME TO ALL NEW AND RETURNING STUDENTS.
PHONE BLACK 336 FOR APPOINTMENTS
For the benefit of its members this Daily News reports the social regulations which are to be enforced this year. The rule prohibiting freshman women from going to the dances after 11:30 p.m. will be in effect, certain parties participated in by both men and women must be chaperoned. Dancing on Sunday by University employees is prohibited.

The Social Committee discourages parties in its recognition of the social regulations. Students are not allowed to attend such so-called "social events" outside of the University. The rule prohibiting freshman women from going to the dances after 11:30 p.m. will be enforced, certain parties participated in by both men and women must be chaperoned. Dancing on Sunday by University employees is prohibited.

1. The University expects all students to conduct themselves according to the standards of good society. Failure in this will be considered a violation of the regulations.
2. Freshman women must be chaperoned during the first semester of their residence and they shall be present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m.
3. Freshman women may be granted by petition to the Committee on Social Organizations and Affairs the privilege of attending a formal dance in which they are not under obligation to chaperone, provided that the dance is held within the University and that the dance organizations and parties shall be such as do not conflict with the University interests.

4. Dancing in any manner or kind shall be considered an official party and shall be under the exclusive control of the University.
5. Freshmen who are present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m. in any social gathering shall be considered to be in violation of the regulations.
6. The University expects all students to conduct themselves according to the standards of good society. Failure in this will be considered a violation of the regulations.
7. Freshman women must be chaperoned during the first semester of their residence and they shall be present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m.
8. Freshman women may be granted by petition to the Committee on Social Organizations and Affairs the privilege of attending a formal dance in which they are not under obligation to chaperone, provided that the dance is held within the University and that the dance organizations and parties shall be such as do not conflict with the University interests.
9. Dancing in any manner or kind shall be considered an official party and shall be under the exclusive control of the University.
10. Freshmen who are present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m. in any social gathering shall be considered to be in violation of the regulations.
11. It is a violation of the Social Organization and Affairs Committee that any social gathering be held at a place not within University territory, or at a place at which there are no facilities for good society.
12. Freshman women have been, and expect to be, the chief organizers and leaders in the University and in the special entertainment for the benefit of its readers, and that Good Music shall be the object of the Gerald in the University.
13. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
14. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
15. No person shall serve upon the faculty of the University, except in the most conspicuous manner, the object of the Gerald in the University.
16. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
17. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
18. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
19. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
20. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.

For the benefit of the students, this Daily News reports the social regulations which are to be enforced this year. The rule prohibiting freshman women from going to the dances after 11:30 p.m. will be in effect, certain parties participated in by both men and women must be chaperoned. Dancing on Sunday by University employees is prohibited.

The Social Committee discourages parties in its recognition of the social regulations. Students are not allowed to attend such so-called "social events" outside of the University. The rule prohibiting freshman women from going to the dances after 11:30 p.m. will be enforced, certain parties participated in by both men and women must be chaperoned. Dancing on Sunday by University employees is prohibited.

1. The University expects all students to conduct themselves according to the standards of good society. Failure in this will be considered a violation of the regulations.
2. Freshman women must be chaperoned during the first semester of their residence and they shall be present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m.
3. Freshman women may be granted by petition to the Committee on Social Organizations and Affairs the privilege of attending a formal dance in which they are not under obligation to chaperone, provided that the dance is held within the University and that the dance organizations and parties shall be such as do not conflict with the University interests.
4. Dancing in any manner or kind shall be considered an official party and shall be under the exclusive control of the University.
5. Freshmen who are present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m. in any social gathering shall be considered to be in violation of the regulations.
6. The University expects all students to conduct themselves according to the standards of good society. Failure in this will be considered a violation of the regulations.
7. Freshman women must be chaperoned during the first semester of their residence and they shall be present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m.
8. Freshman women may be granted by petition to the Committee on Social Organizations and Affairs the privilege of attending a formal dance in which they are not under obligation to chaperone, provided that the dance is held within the University and that the dance organizations and parties shall be such as do not conflict with the University interests.
9. Dancing in any manner or kind shall be considered an official party and shall be under the exclusive control of the University.
10. Freshmen who are present throughout the time after 11:30 p.m. in any social gathering shall be considered to be in violation of the regulations.
11. It is a violation of the Social Organization and Affairs Committee that any social gathering be held at a place not within University territory, or at a place at which there are no facilities for good society.
12. Freshman women have been, and expect to be, the chief organizers and leaders in the University and in the special entertainment for the benefit of its readers, and that Good Music shall be the object of the Gerald in the University.
13. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
14. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
15. No person shall serve upon the faculty of the University, except in the most conspicuous manner, the object of the Gerald in the University.
16. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
17. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
18. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
19. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.
20. Good Music is the object of the Gerald in the University.

For the benefit of the students, this Daily News reports the social regulations which are to be enforced this year. The rule prohibiting freshman women from going to the dances after 11:30 p.m. will be in effect, certain parties participated in by both men and women must be chaperoned. Dancing on Sunday by University employees is prohibited.

The Social Committee discourages parties in its recognition of the social regulations. Students are not allowed to attend such so-called "social events" outside of the University. The rule prohibiting freshman women from going to the dances after 11:30 p.m. will be enforced, certain parties participated in by both men and women must be chaperoned. Dancing on Sunday by University employees is prohibited.
UNION DRIVE TO END THIS YEAR IS COUNCIL AIM

Summer's Work Brings Total Fund at Present
To $475,000

"Put Ye Them In!!!"

That was the feeling of all the students and Alumni championing the Iowa Memorial Union at the close of the last academic year last June. Recognition enclaves have been made in the past four months and the Union Council is preparing to make announcement of its program for work this coming year.

Immediately following one of the most exciting campaigns never directed on the campus was the recognition of the aluminum cap organization, with a definite program at the close of school last year.

"Selling the Union"

Under the direction of R. H. Meinzer, chairman of the council, the program centered on selling the Union. Total money made during the period covered required a sum amounting to $365,000, which was a new high mark for the Union. The Union Council knows that new methods and new ideas are constantly coming, and that the Union is a business enterprise in every sense of the word.

"The Union is the Effort of Many"

A great deal of effort has been placed on the program this year. It is to be noted that the Union is the result of the efforts of many students and is an outgrowth of the old Skull Cap organization, with a definite

THE PRINCESS

For Ice Cream and Candies that can't be beat

Go to 114 South Delaware Street

The Princess, the place you surely know,
Where all the ice cream lovers and loungers go.

WE SERVE FULL MEALS
ALL KINDS
$5 Meal Ticket Prices for $5.00

The candies we make are always fine,
And you'll say when you try them---

The Princess for Mine

OLD CAPITOL TO FACE IOWA RIVER

Being Completed From Plans Made Eighty Years Ago

Old Capitol, started July 4, 1846, is just being completed.

A new addition to the Capitol is a dome which will be placed on the top of the building. This will be a dome of the most practical and necessary which is being constructed.

"The most practical and necessary which is being constructed the top of the building. This will be a dome of the most practical and necessary which is being constructed.

Students Walking From Old Capitol To Iowa Homecoming School

Ah! 0. Bakhtiar, a native Persian, and former student at Columbia, who recently visited Iowa with the report proves conclusively that the building will be completed by the end of the year. The reports show that the building is almost ready for occupancy, and that it will be ready for use by the middle of the month.

"The New Idea Service Decorations"

"are used for their quality, attractiveness, and their ability to put it all together where Cancer Parties are needed."

They put the right tip jibe over the occasion.

That year finds us in lower and larger quarters, one block North of Larimer's store on Delaware Street.

Get Our Prices, They're Right!

The University Theatre

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

Plays for 1922-1923

FEBRUARY 15
TOO MANY COOKS
MARCH 8
THE CPopularhead
MARCH 29
HEARTBREAK HOUSE
APRIL 19
FROM MORN TO MIDNIGHT

Plays that are popular, artistic, and of literary merit

Two plays not yet presented outside New York
G. B. Shaw's latest Play
Theatre Guild's latest Production

Special music by the University Theatre Orchestra

New scenic designs for every play
Latest lighting equipment and effects.

8 Plays $5

SAVE $3.00

Any Three Plays Worth Five Dollars

On Sale at Whet's, Bookstores and by Students

Vienneke's Arcade Bookstore

Stationary - Note Books - School Supplies
114 EAST WASHINGTON ST.